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BUY SIGNAL FOR CORN. 

Posted on 2/5/2014 6:48:09 AM 

  

Higher for Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat along with oats, corn, rough rice, soybeans, 
soybean meal and soybean oil. The wheat complex has settled higher over the last several sessions but 
hasn't changed anything so far, at least not yet. At least the all of the wheat had their best retracements in 
quite a while helped along by improving exports for the entire grain complex. Still, the Minneapolis/ KC 
spreads have been moving lower with the December spreads now under even money. This is not a good 
sign for a turnaround any time soon in my opinion. Minneapolis just can't get above KC in price and stay 
there. Still, history says it eventually will but that scenario just isn't happening yet so be careful and 
maybe call me for advice if you are so inclined. On the bright side Minneapolis is now in resistance 
that goes up to 625 but KC (615-625) and Chicago(620-640) are above theirs which becomes support. A 
large world supply of wheat is no secret to anyone and has reflected on the wheat for quite a while. It's 
good to see exports finally improve with the lower prices. WHAT'S IMPORTANT TO NOTEFOR CORN 
AND BEANS, IN MY OPINION, IS THAT THE MARKET HAS BEEN SHRUGGING OFF ANY BEARISH 
NEWS THAT COMES ALONG WHILE THE EXPORTS HAVE BEEN GOOD OVERALL. IT LOOKS LIKE 
ANOTHER YEAR WHERE THE CORN AND BEANS RALLY GOING INTO THE PLANTING SEASON. 
Oats settled higher in a strong market with good support under 400 down to 390 and then nothing until 
355. Rice settled higher and while in support that runs from 1540 down to 1525, it looks and feels heavy 
to me. I still feel holding 1520 is most critical. Corn settled higher for its fourth session in a row and, more 
importantly, closed above 440 for the first time since Nov. 13th. This action has reluctantly given me 
a BUY SIGNAL, since good resistance remains over 450.  After holding 430 down to 420 and breaking 
out, barely so far, a trading range started in the middle of last November, leads me to believe it could rally 
back to the 350 area unless it settles below 420 which could then mean its next stop would be the 400 
area. Either way reaching 370 to 380, like many traders think will happen, most likely will be later than 
sooner but happen just the same in my opinion. Meanwhile, corn has been trending lower since 2012 and 
while its next resistance is above 450 as mentioned above. The bean complex also closed strong with the 
beans making their best high and close in 2 1/2 weeks while meal made a new CONTRACT HIGH AND 
CLOSE. Oil just settled higher. Also, beans held a strong support area while the meal has been the 
strongest of the bean complex. The beans held been in a strong looking support area (roughly 1280 down 
to 1250) while now in heavy resistance going from 1320 up to around 1360. Also, the beans could be in a 
possible W formation. Meal BUY SIGNAL BELATEDLY) has good support from 420 down to 410 and 
broke out of a bull pennant along the way. THE BOTTOM LINE IS THE MEAL HAS BEEN HOLDING UP 
THE BEAN COMPLEX. On the other hand oil continues to look weak overall with its nearest resistance 
from 3750 up to 3800, then little until the 4050 area. Finally, another good bean crop in South America 
could be fatal to higher prices although dry weather continues to be in the news at this time. BUY 
SIGNALs FOR CORN, MEAL AND OATS.  SELL SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KC AND 
CHICAGO WHEAT AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional charts, quotes, news, 
commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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